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ONDERO

Ondero is a beefsteak tomato with High Resistance to Fusarium wilt and Fusarium crown and

root rot. Very good fruit quality and high yield potential.
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Features

AFW 270 - 300 grams

High yield potential

Open, balanced and generative plant

type

Uniform, slightly flat ribbed fruits with

attractive color

Less white parts internally in fruits

Good fruit firmness and strong against

microcracking

Fast plant development, during the

season can produce 1.5 - 2 extra

trusses

Glossy fruits

Advantages

High yield potential

Glossy fruits

Good overall fruit quality

Agronomic Tips

Head density: it varies according to

latitude, greenhouse type and crop

cycle. Commonly head density seen in

commercial crops varies from 2.7 to

3.6 heads/m2. When grafted, it is

recommended to pinch on the 2nd true

leaf to minimize potential incidence of

blind heads. Grafting on DR0141TX,

Maxifort in long crops in warm regions

is recommended. For short crops, no

grafting is possible, however it lacks

resistances of Verticilium, which can be

a problem Fruit fall: avoid high humidity

associated to heat stress during the

low light season by properly managing

the heating system and maintaining

active climate. Under the same

conditions, irrigation and EC may

interfere negatively in the incidence of

fruit fall. Regular leaf removal on time

does help minimize fruit fall and quality

issues. Planting after 10 January to

avoid low light levels during setting and

development of first trusses.

Disease Resistance

HR

IR

ToMV:0-2/ToTV/Ff:A-E/Fol:1,2/For

On
Disease Resistance Key

Ff = Leaf mold

Fol = Fusarium wilt

For = Fusarium crown and root rot

On = Powdery mildew

ToMV = Tomato mosaic

ToTV = Tomato torrado

Country

United States

Region

All

Growing Environment

High-Tech Glasshouse

Market

Fresh Market
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Characteristics

AVERAGE DEGREES BRIX 4-5

SEGMENT XL

SIZE Beef

EXTERNAL COLOUR Red

SHAPE Round

AVERAGE WEIGHT 270-300 grams

HARVEST METHOD Loose

JOINTLESS No

PLANT TYPE Indeterminate

VIGOUR High

HARVESTING SEASON Year RoundLit Crop

TRANSPLANTING SEASON Year RoundLit Crop

SOWING SEASON Year RoundLit Crop

HR = High Resistance. IR = Intermediate Resistance. To find out more about disease resistance and the

applicable levels of disease resistance, https://www.worldseed.org/wp-

content/uploads/2017/05/Definition_on_reaction_plants_to_pests_2017_final.pdf.
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